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SUMMARY
The frictional resistance of a flat plate in a laminar flow is
given by the Blasius formula
~Re
on one side of the plate where 2
Vzand Re is ~. This formula was
constant static pressure along the
is length, b is width of the plate,
derived under the supposition of
plate (g= o) and of large Reynolds
nunibers. In order to investigate the range of moderate Reynolds numbers,
for exzunple,of order of magnitude 10 to 103, measurements were carried
out by the author in the oil channel of the G6ttingen Institute for
Fluid Research at the suggestion of Professor Prandtl.
The results of these measurements, whioh ticlude Reynolds numbers
from 12 to 2335, are plotted in figure 10. It is shown that the values
of the resistance coefficient are higher than those given by the
Bias.iusformula. In the range of Reynolds numbers from 10 to 103, the
coefficient can be approximated by the formula
= 2.90Re -0.601CD
lo<Re<103°
3 the curve of the resis-with a mean error of k3 percent. For Re>10
tance coefficient slowly approaches the Mne of the Blasius formula.
*“Odpor pod~ln~ obtdkan~ desky p%i mal~ch Reynoldso~’ch 8~slech.”
Leteck$ Vyzkumn~~stav, Rx&a, Rep. 2, 1947.
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The lower limit of Reynolds numbers for the validity of the Blasius
formula can be extrapolated to approximately Re= 2.104. The upper limit
is given by the transition to turbulent fluw in the boundary layer at
about Re = 5.105.
If the plate is not of an infinite span, but has a straight edge
parallel to the flow, an additional resistance arisas at the edge. b
the range of Reynolds nunbers from 30 to 2300, its magnitude can be
expressed by the formulr
De = 1.6 p2v
with a mean error of k6.2 percent.
I. RESISTANCE OF BODIES IN IAMINY& FIQW
1. Introduction
The resistance of a body moving in a gas or liquid or exposed to
a medium flowing past it is a very complicated function of the geometric
properties of the body and of the physical properties of the medium.
The resistance depends on the size of the body, its geometric shape and
position, the quality of the surface, and on the velocity and the
density, and the viscosity of the medium. A mathematical expression
that would make possible the computation of the resistance from all
these magnitudes would be hardly constructible and for this reason the
problem must be simplified by making certain assumptions:
(1) As regards the surface quality the body is assumed “aerody-
namically smooth”, that is of such smoothness that the resistance of
the body does not change by further improving the surface for example
by polishing with finely ground metal, lacquer$ and so forth.
(2) The sane geometric shape of the body or expressions for
geometrically similar bodies are always assumed. The size of the body
is expressed by a certain given dtiensional characteristic of the body,
for example, the radius of a sphere or the profile chord. This investi-
gation is restricted to the case of symmetrical flow where the velocity
vector coincides with the axis of symnetry of the body, thereby exclud-
ing from consideration buoyant force and the part of the resistance
induced by it.
The following relation results:
w = f(2,v,P,w)
——
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where
Z characteristic dimension of body
v velocity of medium relative to body
p density of medium
p coefficient of internal friction of medium
The analytical expression of this function would be excessively
complicated. It is therefore convenient to use for the resistance a
certain approximate formula in which the dependence on the variables is
expressed by a simple function and to multiply this function by a
coefficientwhich likewise depends on the variables:
The resistance function F must also be the same for bodies of different
shapes and by assumption (2), the dependence on the shape is referred to
the coefficient of resistance.
If the coefficient is to be nondimensional, that is, independent of
the choice of the system of units, the function F must have the same
dimensions as the resistance, that is the dimensions of a force. In
Newton’s formula, which is almost exclusively used in practice:
(1)
where F is now a characteristic area (for example, frontal) of the
body, q = Pv2/2 is the dynamic pressure (force on unit area), and the
product F.q has the dimensions of a force.
If the coefficient k or Cx is to depend on the magnitudes 2,
V, 13,and w and at the same time be nondimensional these magnitudes
must appear in the coefficient in the form of nondimensional combinations:
H the dimensions of the magnitudes are given in the absolute system:
. . . . (cm)
j .... (cm)(sec-l)
P .... (g)(cm-3)
p 9... (g)(cm-l)(see-l)
the product cma.cmP.sec-P.g7.cm-37.&.cm-b.sec-b must be nondimensional,
or a+P-37-5 . 0, -p+ = O, and y+5 = O, from which it follows that
~.y=aandb=-a. The nondimensional expressionswhich may be
constructed from the given four variables are then
, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,1. . . . . . . . . , ,,!! I . 1!1 . I . . . .! !.! ! !. . ..————
—, . . . .. —..-. —. —..,. ,, , , . !! . . .! !!!. —.
6,,
f
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(v = p/P is the so-called kinematicl~:cosity). These expressions are “!
powers of the Reynolds number Re = The resistance coefficient is ~
then a function of the Reynolds number, & for constant Reyuolds number
the coefficient of resistance of geometrically similar bodies has the same
value. The dependence of the coefficient of resistance on Re is generally
given graphically because of the complexity of its analytical expression.
The resistance formula need not always have the form (1). The
Stokes formula for the resistance of a sphere which is valid for very
small Reynolds numbers (Re~<l), is
W=6nPrv (2)
where r is the radius of the sphere. The resistance is proportional
to the first power of the velocity. The function ~rv has the dhnen-
sions of a force; and the coefficient 6Yt is a constant independent
of the Reynolds number.
It is, in principle, immaterial which form of the resistance
function is selected. If the powers of the velocity are considered,
use must be made of the expressions
w=
or
w.
or
w=
or
w=
and so on. The most suitable
kO(Re) $ (3)
kl(Re) vlv (Stokes) (3’)
k2(Re) 22P# (Newton) (3”)
23P V3k3(Re) ~ (Tjtt,)
form of the resistance law must be chosen
according to the nature of the problem or according to the range of
Reynolds numbers. For the resistance of a plate use must be made of
the form of Newton’s formula in which the area of the plate is substi-
~ztuted in place of . For the resistance of a linear form, for
example, the added resistance of the bounding edges (parallel to the
stream) of a plate, the expression of Stokes in which the resistance
is proportional to the length is convenient. For very low Reynolds
numbers the Stokes formula is also generally used. It would be most
convenient to use, if’possible, in each range of Reynolds numbers, that
form of expression for which k(Re) is constant. The most used
expression in practice is Newton’s formula in form (1) where Cx = 2k2
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and the characteristicarea of the body F is taken in place of 22.
If Stoke’s formula for a sphere.(2) in Newton’s fomn is preferred, the
Ao.efficient of.resi,stqgceobtained is
$ Cx=g
:}
i, Re 2rv=—
Y
!,,...
2. Theoretical Solution
.“
me possibilities of a theoretical solution of
steady flow about bodies and the computation of the
(2’)
the laminar and
resistance are
The laminar motion
of’Navier-Stokes, which
has the form (reference
briefly examined.
of a viscous fluid is governed by the equation
in the case where no external force is acting
1),
dw
~ grad p + UAW
m=-p (4)
where p is the static
For the components of the two-dimensionalproblem the equations are:
.For the case of steady flow the first tez?nson the left sides &vX/at
and ~vy/& also drop out. The equations are further supplemented by
the condition of continuity,which for an incompressiblefluid is
divw=O or
(6) ‘
and by suitable boundary conditions. These are:
(1’)For x~~= and y+~ao the velocity V=vo = constant and
(2) At the wall w =0, the nodmal and tangential components of,t’he .
velocity vanish. ~
,,
-.
_..—.
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The equations are nonlinear and their general solution is not
bown because a superposition of particular solutions is impossible.
A solution can be obtained only if the equations can be suitably
simplified.
(1) If v = O Is assumed, from the Navier-St,okesequation the
term veaishes that takes into account the internal friction in the
fluid. The remain3ng relation
dw
~gradp=O
n+p
is the Euler equation of motion for an ideal fluid in the simplified
case of the absence of em external
integral along a streamline is the
most simple steady state expresses
energy
V2gz+~+
force (reference2, p. 101). Its
Bernoulli equation, which in the
the law of the conservation of
J?
P
= constant
For computing the velocity field the equation of continuity (6) is
employed in which are substituted
b
“==
:3
‘Y by
from which is obtained the Laplace equation
Aq=O
where Q is the so-called velocity potential. These equations must
not be subject to the second boundary condition as a whole but the
condition that the normal component of the velocity at the wall
vanishes. The tangential crmnponentis then obtained from the solution
of the equation. (This is the so-called Neumann problem (reference3,
pp. 613 and 620).) This condition agrees with the fact that the
internal friction in the fluid has been neglected. For a potential
flow, frictional resistance does not exist. The body is acted upon
only by the pressures given at each point of the surface by the
Bernoulli equation. If the body is in a symmetrical flow (the circu-
lation of the velocity about the body is equal to O) the integral
vanishes over the entire surface of the body and the resultant resist-
ance is equal to O (D:Allembertparadox).
(2) The nonlinearity of equations (5) and (4) lies in the termon
the left side. If this term is neglected, the equation simplifies to
the form
—NACA TM 1316 7
@w = grad p
_!le solution of this equation for the I?1owabout a sphere was derived
by Stokes (reference4). The neglected tern’””dw/dt “is termed’the
“’tiertiaforce in the fluid. These forces may be neglected when compared
‘withthe viscous forces WAW only if the motions considered are
extremely slow or for very low Reynolds nunibers. For this reason even
‘atrelatively large distances from the body where the effect of viscosity
.issmall the inertia terms cannot be neglected.
,.
(3) Oseen (reference5) perfected the Stokes theory by replacing
the inertia terms vx&x/~x, and so forth by the approximate values
VOxb~x/~x where Vox is the constant value of the velocity component
Vx at infinite distance from the body. Near the body where the values
of v= deviate considerably from Vox the inertia terms are small com-
pared with the viscosity terms so that the Oseen equation becomes the
Stokes equation. Oseen obtained an expression for the resistance of
a sphere in the form
6Yrprv0
w=
1
3 rvo
-ZT
The coefficient of resistance for the Newtonian form of the resistance
law is then
cx=N+*Re)
The Oseen method was used by Lamb (reference
resistance of
comparatively
(0.577 iS the
a cylinder at low Reynolds numbers.
complicated:
w=
41rj.lv-03
Zn$$++ + 22n 2 - 0.577
0
6) to compute the
Lambts formula is
Euler constant = Mm (1+1/2+1/3+ . . . + 2/n - Zn n).)
(4) The solutions of Stokes and Oseen of the Navier-Stokes equation
are asymptotic solutions for limRe = O. The equations can however be
simplified and solved also for the case that Mm Re =-, as done in
the Prandtl theory of the boundary layer (reference 7).
At high Reynolds nunibersthe thickness of the region in which
internal friction occurs is mall as ccmpared with the length of the
wall, for the viscosity acts only in a thin layer at the wall, the
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so-called boundary layer. Prandtl made an estimate of the order of
ma~itude of each term of equations (5) and showed that on the right
side the term b2vx/~x2 in the first equation may he neglected as
2 and in the second equation the term a2vy/ax2compared with a2vx/ay
may be neglected as compared with a%xlayz.Introducing the so-called
stream function ~ by the expressions
a
2~x=y
the equation of the boundary layer is obtained
This equation is nonlinear but its solution in suitable cases simpli-
fies to the solution of ordinary differential equations. This equation
has been solved by various methds for the case of the flow about
cylindricalbodies; a review of this work has been given by L. Howarth
(reference8). The exact solution for the flow past plates parallel
to the stream for dp/dx = O has been given by Blasius (reference 9).
For the coefficient of friction for one side of’the plate the following
expression is obtained (reference 9): 1
--
= 1.328 Re 2Cx (7)
(The original value 1.327 of
(reference10) to 1.328.)
A solution of equations
cases when certain terms may
Blasius was corrected by Topfer
(5) is possible only in the simplified
be neglected. Solutions also exist for
definitely prescribed forms of flow, for example, lsminar flow in
pipes, the flow at the leading edge of a plate at right angles to the
stream, or the solution of several special nonsteady motions
(reference11). For the steady flow about bodies in a free stream, a
lmown solution has been obtained only for very low Reynolds numbers
or for the boundary layer for Re+ m. In the range of Reynolds numbers
of “average”magnitude (roughly from 1 to ld) no stiplifications of
equations (5) are possible and therefore an attempted solution in this
case is faced with mathematical difficultieswhich have as yet not been
overcome. This range is therefore left entirely to the experimental
investigators.
—.—
—
— —
*
,
<..-
,.
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3. Resistance of Bodies
9
As previously shown, by restricting the investigation to flow
without hydrostatic forces, the flow about a body of an ideal fluid is
potential and no resistance arises. h an actual medium, however,
resistance is always produced by the viscosity of the medium. The
resistemce may be divided into three different components in accordance
with the
(1)
adhering
the body
pressure
manner in which the medium acts on the body:
A pressure resistance arises if the stream does not succeed in
to the surface of the body and separates from the wall. Behind
there occurs a dead water or turbulent region in which the
is lower than at the fQrward side of the body. This part of
the pressure gives rise to a resistance. The energy required >or the
motion of the body is dissipated mainly in the turbulent region.
(2) Shear resistance. The internal friction in the fluid requires
that the medium in contact with the wall be at rest relative to the wall.
At increasing distance from the wall the velocity continuously increases
to the full value of the velocity in the outer stream. About the body
there is thus formed a frictional or boundary layer which for large
Reynolds numbers is relatively thin (comparedwith the length of the
wall). The particles of the medium are retarded in the boundary layer
and their momentum is imparted to the wall causing a shear resistance.
If y is the viscosity, v the velocity along the wall, and the
coordinate y is at right angles to the wall, the shear force acting
on a unit area of the wall is (reference 11, p. 36)
()dv‘c= P~
y+
Dissipation of energy occurs mainly at the wall where the velocity
gradient is greatest (in the direction normal to the wall).
(3) The deformation resistance arises at very small Reynolds
numbers. The retarding effect of the walls extends very far into the
medium so that the dissipation of energy appears in the entire retarded
region about the bcdy, the so-called defamation space. The occurrence
of the deformation resistance may be explained as follows: If a body
is moved a small distance along its path in a very viscous fluid, the
fluid deforms at first like an elastic medium. The individual volume
elements in the neighborhood of the body are disturbed in tension or
in compression (in transverse contraction or dilatation). The high
viscosity permits only slow and delayed equalization of these internal
stresses of the volume element to its new shape. In the case of con-
tinuous motion of the bdy, a constant deformation of the volume
elements in the fluid occurs.
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Spheres and cylinders of infinite length (reference 12) are
examples of bodies for which the coefficient of resistance was determined
in a wide range of Reynolds numbers. The resistance coefficients of
these ldies are plotted in figure 1 on a logarithmic scale, for conven-
ience, in order to give the relative segment ARe/Re as a constant scale
unit. Both coefficients, for the sphere emd for the cylinder, show a
qualitatively constant trend.
The sharp divergence of the coefficient for Re = 3.105 to 5.105
is connected with the occurrence of turbulence in the boundary layer and
is not included in this investigation,which concerns the range of lcw
Reynolds numbers and laminar flow. For this case a constant value of
Cx is found at about Re . 105. The resistance is caused, as tests
show (references13 and 14), principally by the pressure component, and
the constant value of the coefficient shows that the magnitude of the
dead water region remains almost constant. As smaller Reynolds numbers
are approached the dead water region decreases but at the same time the
shear component of the resistance increases. The thickness of the
boundary layer and the deformation resistemce ticrease. The coefficient
of resistance increases at a constxmtly greater rate until at very low
Reynolds numbers it agrees with the theoretical curves of Stokes and
Oseen for the sphere and of Lamb for the cylinder. For lim Re + O
the coefficient Cx increases without limit as does dcx/dRe. In the
logarithmic plot, however, both curves have an asymptote for Re + O;
that is,
d(log C=) dcx
:=
~=~ Re
converges to a constant for limRe +0.
For a plate in a parallel flow the entire trend of the resistance
coefficient curve is not lmown. For high Reynolds numbers for laminar
flow there is only the theoretical formula of Blasius (reference 7).
The formula was derived for the two-dimensionalproblem, that is for
the assumption that the plate was of infinite width. The formula is
represented in figure 1 by the straight line. The Blasius formula was
experimentally confirmed in the region of Re~ 105 (reference 15).
Measurements of the velocity distribution in the boundary layer which
were conducted by B. G. van der Hegge Zijnen (reference 16) and M. Hansen
(reference17) likewise confirm the Blasius theory.
The validity of the Blasius formula is restricted to a certain range
of Reynolds numbers, the upper limit depending on the occurrence of
turbulence in the boundary layer of a plate, which occurs, depending on
the degree of turbulence of the mediwn, between 105 and 106. On the
.,. ., ,--,, , . , -,, ,-, , ,,,,.- ,, ,, mmmm,-m —mmllllmn- 1111 Immmlllll 1 mllll 1
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average Remit = 5~105. The lower Limit of validity ia given by the
condition that Re is large enough that the thickness of’the boundary
-=...layermay be,neglected as compared with the length. With decreasing
Reynolds number the boundary layer increases tid the defoi%ation ”resist-
ance begins to increase. It has been seen in the case of the sphere and
cyltider that this is brought about by theaccelerated increase in the
resistzmce coefficientwith decreasing Re; it may also be expected that
for a plate in a parallel flow the increase in the resistance coefficient
will be more rapid than that given by the Blasius formula.
II. MEASUREMENT OF RESISTANCE OF
1. Assumptions and Method
I?IATEIN PARAILEL
of Measurement
Fmw
The preceding considerations lead to the following problem: To
find the lower l~it of the Reynolds numbers for which the Prandtl
boundary layer theory and the Blasius formula (7), which is derived
from it, for the shear resistance of a plate are valid and how this
expression changes for low Reynolds numbers. The difficulties that are
encountered in the theoretical solution of the problem have already
been mentioned.
In order to determine the variation of the resistance coefficient
of a plate in the range of low Reynolds numbers in which deviations may
be expected from.the Blasius formula, the author in 1935 conducted tests
in the oil tunnel for viscous flow of the Wilhelm Institute at G6ttingen
under the guidance of the director of the lhstitute, L. Prandtl. It ~S
possible in the measurements to comprise a range of Reynolds numbers
from about 10 to 2300.
The measurauents are based on the followlng principle (fig. 3):
The plate of thin sheet steel was suspended on a pendulum scale and was
partly immersed in the streaming oil. The resistance of the immersed
part was determined from the deflection of the scale. The velocity of
the oil was measured electrically with the aid of floats because at
the velocities used of about 1 to 16 centimetersyer second the dynamic
pressures were of the order of 10-2, or 1 millimeter column of water,
so that measurements with pitot tubes with normal micromanometers were
too rough.
The measurements were conducted on a plate of finite width, the
longitudinal edges of which were parallel with the flow. The shear
resistance on 1 centimeterwidth are expected to be different near
the longitudinal edges from that for a plate of infinite width. Tenta-
tive examination was made of the stream changes in the neighborhood of
the edges. The conditionswere expected to be approxhnately as shuwn
in figure 2. The loci of constant velocity in a section at right angles
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to the edges are shuwn approximately in figure 2. The boundary layer
beccmes thinner the greater the drop in velocity in the direction normal
to the plate (dv/dy)y=o. This leads to an increase in the f%iction near
the boundary So that the resistance increases.
The resistance of a strip of unit width is normally computed as
Wl=cxz;vz
where cx(Re) is the coefficient refereed to the case of a plate of
infinite width. If the plate is bounded, an additional resistance
exists at the edges and the total resistance of the plate immersed to
a depth b is
w =W~b+Wh (8)
The resistance was therefore measured so that the plate was
gradually 4hmuersedand the deflections of the scale read. A curve of
the dependence of the resistance on the immersed depth yields the
straight line corresponding to equation (8) whose slope is W1 and
whose intersection on the coordinate axis is Wh (fig. 11).
In this way, the problemof the coefficient of resistance of a
plate and the problem of the resistance of its edges were solved
simultaneously.
It may be expected, on the basis of the considerations of the
preceding section, that the values of the coefficient of resistance of
the plate in the range of Reynolds numbers of the measurements are
higher than those obtained from the Blasius formula (7), for the
Blasius formula was derived on the assumption that the thickness of
the boundary layer was small compared with the len@h of the plate.
The Preadtl and Blasius theory permits computation of the thickness of
the boundary layer (for example, reference 11, p. 89). The so-called
displacement thiclmess, that is, the distance at which the external
potential flow is affected by the boundary layer is
f’ +=x= 1.73
< Re
Re=~
v
(9)
where x is the distance from the leading edge of the plate. For the
actual thickness, that is, the distance uy to which the effect of the
retardation of the liquid or gas extends, the rough value given by the
following equation is assumed:
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b
f
5.2
=—x
< Re
(9’)
.—
For example, for Re = 104 the thickness of the boundary layer is
equal to about 5 percent of the length x. If the lowest Reynolds num-
%ers for which the Blasius formula is valid are to be determined from
the measurements (within the 13mits of accuracy of the measurements),
it is necessary to consider the maximum thiclmesses that canbe acquired
by the boundary layers in order to be assumed thin enough to satisfy
the condition of the Prandtl theory.
Following
functions:
2. Measuring Apparatus
are the parts of the measuring apparatus and their
(1) Oiltunuel. - The oil tunnel was rectangular with circulating
flow. At each of the longer sides was a narrowed work section
179 millimeters deep by 148 millhneters wide and about 60 centimeters
long. On the opposite side was a rotary pump driven by an electric
motor. Ahead of the pump either a coolhg coil in which cold water was
circulated or am electric heater could be immersed in the oil. In this
way the viscosity of the oil could be changed within wide limits and
the range of Reynolds numbers extended. It was possible to vary the
temperature (in the swmuer) from 15° to 35°. The velocity was regulated
by the driving motor resistance md its constancy controlled by a
voltmeter giving impulses to the motor.
Tn the work section the tunnel was contracted from 251 millhneters
ahead of the section to 148 millimeters. The oil then accelerated and
its velocity in the transverse direction equalized out and was constant
over the entire width. The velocity profile at the start of the work
section was then rectangular as at the tunnel entrance. The develop-
ment of the velocity profile with increasing distance ft?omthe entrance
could, at not too large a distance, be considered such that at the
walls the oil Is retarded and a boundary layer formed which increased
in thiclmess with disteace from the entrance? The free stream, that is,
the part unretarded by the walls, then constantly contracts and accel-
erates. The velocity was constant at right angles to the stream but
increased in the direction of the stream. Figure 4 shows the longi-
tudinal velocity profile across the tunnel for certain velocities at
the surface and beneath the surface. The transverse profile at about
3/4 of the distance through the work section (the measured mean
velocity in the section 32 to 54 cm from the entrance) is shown in
figure 5.
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It would be necessary to measure the values of the resistance of
the plate in a uniform unaccelerated stream in order to obtain for the
relation sought those ideal conditions for which the Blasius formula is
valid. Use of the measurements causes certain errors the magnitude of
which is evaluated in the section on the accuracy and corrections of
the measurements.
The problem.arises as to which part of the work section of the
tunnel is most suitable for conducting the measurements. The longi-
tudinal non-homogeneity of the velocity of the free stream is somewhat
greater at the mouth and decreases with increasing distance. In addi-
tion, the effect of the measured plate on the stream must be taken
into account, The immersed plate retards the part of the liquid in its
boundary layer and leads to a further acceleration of the stream about
the plate. As the velocity is measured at the location of the plate
before its immersion and after its removal the resistance is measured
at higher velocities than those measured and.a correction must be made
on the meamrements. This correcti(mwill be smaller the smaller the
cross-sectionalarea of the liquid retarded by the plate as compared
with that of the free stream, that is, the wider the fh?eestream.
Because the free stream is wider at the entrance to the work section,
the measurements were conducted at this place. It is also possible
to use the concept of the boundary layer at the walls for determining
the width of the free stream.
(2) Scale. - The support of’ T shape was suspended over the
tunnel in~izontal position. The longitudinalbeam (parallel to
the direction of the stream) was double ad the plate waa-clasped
between the two parts. The scale was made of a sheet of 0.5 millimeter
thickness reduced in weight by holes and stiffened by curved edges. At
the ends of the cross besm were mounted dsmping blades moving tightly
in troughs with oil. Damping of the swings was necessary especially at
large velocities of the oil so that reliable readings of the deflections
would be possible. This was shown by an indicator fastened to one arm
of the balance and moving over a graduated rule which could be read to
alout 0.1 millimeter.
The support was suspended at three points and at two of these
points the supporting fibers formed a Vto prevent rotation of the
scale. The fibers were of untwisted sillsand so dimensioned that thefr
elongations with change in weight could be neglected.
Length of suspension L = 202.9 centimeters
Weight of support 13.67 grans
1/2 weight of fibers 0.04 grams
13.71 grams
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The effective weight is M
“M = 13.7 &ms (weight of support) + ,wight of plate
-0.5 grams (buoyancy of damper~) - buoyancy of plate
If x is the deflection of the scale in centimeters, the resistance is
Odq =4.835 I& dynes
(3) Plates. - The plates were of sheet steel 0.5 millimeter thick
sharpened at the edges and polished. The following measurements were
computed:
II 2.15
III 10.0
Iv I 15.0 L19.95 5.4915.0 19l 9310.0 19l 9321.8 2.75
Buoyant force
(gram)
0.44°b
.09”b
.44.b
.66*b
.022”b
In the expression for the buoyancy, b is the immersed depth and
the mrrespcmding coefficient is the product of a volume of 1 centimeter
‘ridthof the plate by the specific weight of the oil.
(4) oil. - The ail was Russi= of the so-called free-fluwing type.
The depen~e of the specific weight on the temperature was measured
by Mohr weights in a water bath at 8 determined temperature level.
There was measured
P = 0.8880 - 0.000666 TAO.00009
The viscosity as a function of the tempez%ilmrewas measured by a
capillar viscosimeter aud is plotted in figure 6.
(5) Electrical measurement of~elocity. - The velocity was measured
by floats of the fozm shown in figure 7. The small ball below was
weighted with mrcury and its flasks could be raised to different
depths or to the surface. Observation showed that they acquire the
velocity of the oil very well and are not retarded as suspended particles
axe.
Two bridges wem phced acruss the tunnel which permitted a gap h
the middle bounded at the sides by two Imife edges connected to the
poles of a battery through a recording electrical apparatus. A thti
i;
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wire was placed across the end of the knife edges to connect the current.
When the float threw off the wire the current was interrupted and this
break was recorded by the motion of a marker on a cylinder. Another
marker of the apparatus recorded the second impulses of a chronometer.
The time between the disconnecting of the two wires was then computed
by measurement of the record.
Except for the shortest plates, the distance of the wires was
chosen equal to the length of the plate so that the mean velocity of the
free stream was measured. For short plates, measurements were made at
the section 5 centimeters. Inasmuch as it was impossible to measure
the velocity end resistance simultaneouslya series of five measurements
of the velocity was always conducted before and after the measurements
of the resistance. Durtig the measurements, the impulses on the motor
were held constant. In measuring the resistance the immersion of the
plate was varied by 1/2 or 1 centimeter. “One measurement” denotes a
series of resistance readings (10 to 12, less for the small plates) and
both series of readings of the velocity (before and after the measure-
ment of the resistance).
3. Calculation
The arithmetical average
velocity in one measurement.
of Results of Measurements
was taken from all readings of the
The probable error of the arithmetical
mean of the velocity fluctuates in the individual measurements between
0.27 and 1.7 percent (average, 0.63 percent). Three measurements
with too large em error (about 3 percent), where the velocity changed
during the measurements and the values read before the measurement of
the resistance differed considerably from the values read after it,
were omitted. I?om the arithmetical mean of the velocities, the
length of the plate, and the values p and p corresponding to the
temperature of the oil, the Reynolds number of a measurement
Re = 2 v/v was obtained.
The values of the resistance for various depths of hmersion must
satisfy equation (8). The values of W1 and Wh were obtained from
the measured values by the method of least squares. From the value of
w~ and the corresponding velocity (arithmeticalmean) the resistance
coefficient v was computed. Although it is usual to compute the
shear resistance only for one side of the plate, in this investigation
it was measured from both sides and the coefficient is
W1 WI
cx=—=—
FP< ZPV2
(F =b 2, b = 1). A pair of ~l~s Re md Cx is then one point of
the curve cx(Re).
—. —
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As previously mentioned, a correction of the measurements must be
made in order to take account of the change in velocity produced by the
immersion of the plate. It is therefore necessary to knowthe approx-
imate dependence of the resistance on the velocity and the uncorrected
values must first be computed.
The measurements are given in table 1. If the values of cx(Re)
(eightlncolumn of the table) are plotted in a logarithmic diagram, the
relation iog cx(Re) is approximately linear. The relation is there-
fore approximated by a straight line givingan analytical expression
convenient for making corrections. The method of least squares gives
the preliminary result
log Cx =
or
with a mean error of &3.9
This relation was assumed
0.466 - 0.59 log Re AO.016
Cx = 2.93 Re-0”5g (lo)
percent for the range Re = 10to 2.3”103.
as the basis for corrections.
4. Correction and Accuracy of Measurements
Before making corrections on the measured values, the extent to
which use of the measurements for deriving the law of-resistance is
justified must be determined. The purpose is to express the coefficient
of’resistance of a plate in a flowing medium of itiinite extent which
everywhere, except for the effect of the plate itself, has a constant
velocity. It has already been pointed out that the stream in the
tunnel is accelerated in the longitudinal direction because the liquid
is retarded at the walls of the tunnel and forms a boundary layer
whereby the free stream, that is the part not retarded by the walls,
is contracted and accelerates.
The resistance which is measwed in this norihomogeneousstream at
the plate would arise on the same plate in a homogeneous stream for a
certain “ideal” velocity vi. This ideal velocity is assumed equal to
the measured average velocity at the location of the plate and is
denoted by 5. The error from this assumption is then to be estimated.
The plate is situated in an accelerated stream with its leading
edge at a distance XO from the mouth; the length of the plate is 2
(fig. 8). The minimum velocity of the strean at the plate is at the
mouth, vm~ . V(XO) and the maxm is at the other end of the plate,
‘Max = V(xo + z). The ideal value vi is certainly between these two
values, that is v(xo)~vi~ v(xo
velocity is then ? - vi and the
+ 2). The error in determining the
relative error is
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%f
~.—= 1
T
The maximum possible relative error is
numbers 1 - Iv(xo)/Tand 1- V(xo
then equal t~ the larger of the
+ 2)/?1.
In order to evaluate the error the variation of the velocity in the
tunnel must be known. The velocity is directly proportional to the cross
section of the free stream, Q v = constant.. The free stream contracts
from the entrance to the tunnel 3Y the thickness of the boundary layer
(accordingto expression (9)) for which for simplicity it is assumed
that it is formed at the walls under the effect of an outside stream of
constant velocity ;. (Actually the velocity outside the boundary layer
is variable so that the thictiess would have to be corrected. However,
inasmuch as the thiclmess gives a correction of the first order for
the velocity, the correction of the thickness would give a correction of
the second order for the velocity. This is neglected because only the
limit of the errors is of interest.)
If x is the distance from the entrance, the width s is
14.8 centtieters, and the depth of the tunnel h is 17.9 centimeters,
the initial section Q. = s h
Q(x) = S h - (2h+s)Y*(X)
where k = o.191.l.73~~
The velocity is then
contracts to
=
[ 1Q. l-O.191/*(x) = Qo(l-kti) (11)
The average cross section &rom X. to X. + 2, that is the
section through which the liquid would flow with velocity T, is
J’Xo+z Q. X()+26=+ Q(x)dx =~ f (l-kti)dx =
=Qo~-~kfi[[?+$~-(#]} (12)
L
{ 1
0.220 ~ ~
=Qo l-—
G
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3/2
where M = (xo/2 + 1) - (+/1 )3/2
~..
L. Emma comparison of equations (11) and (12) the average thickness
i of the boundary layer over the distance X. toxo+z is obtained:
(13)
where Y is the distance from the entrance at which the boundary layer
of’this average thickness is actually formed
fi=$fiM
%= & M2
At this distance the velocity of the stream
The thiclmess of the boundary layer at
from the equation
a= z
J/*(z) z
actually has the value ?.
another place is obtained
Computing the maximum error requires the equations
*
~(xo) G
—=~=
1-0.191/ (z)
f 1-0.191 /*(xo)
“’2*
Adjusting equation (13) yields
and this gives
/*(x) J= 1.15M ~-v
fie - 0.220M 2
Am- frXo0.220M 2 Y
similarly,
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Similarly,
v (Xo+l ) 4/= -0.220 M 2
—=
From the equations it
greater for lower Reynolds
4/6- O.220M2 =z
is seen that the maximum possible error is
numibersand depends on the length of the
plate. Its boundary values, that is, its values for the extreme
Reynolds numbers corresponding to each plate are computed. In the
measurements ~ had the value 3.3 centimeters. The results are given
in the following table:
Plate I and III II Iv v
z 10 cm 2.15 cm 15 cm 0.95 cm
M 1.35 2.14 1.215 2.99
F 8.11 4.37 9.83 3.77
For the measurements at the minimum Re of the plate,
G 14.8 5.45 26.9 3.46
m-o)
0.918 0.972 0.932 0.907
?
V(xo+l)
1.076 1.027 1.070 1.014
7
d ~x(v) +8.2 4.8 &7.o Q.4
percent percent percent percent
For the measurements at the maximum Re of the plate,
33.7 15.7 48.3 5.63
dxo) 0.967 0.992 0.963 0.992
f
v (X(J+l)
1.027 1.008 1.035 1.008
?
a~x(v) *3.3 ~0.8 &3.7 ~0.8
percent percent percent percent
For the long plates 1, III, and IVjthe maximum possible error,
particularly for smaller Reynolds number, is rather large, as was to be
expected, because the velocities at the beginntig ~d end of the plate
are relatively larger. However, the resistance varies continuously
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with change in velocity at any point of the plate
J
and in a homogeneous
stream (in the range of measured Reynolds numbers it v~r~s approximately
with the velocity to a power less than the second, W-v “ . In the
-cmve of W against v (fig. 12) a parabola of this power is shown.
The measured resistance W then certainly lies between the values which
the plate would give in a homogeneous stream for the extreme values of
the velocity W(v = V(XO)) and W(v = V(XO + 2)) and it must be
assumed that it does not lie too close to these extreme values. If the
resistance were near the minimal value, for example, the value for
V(xo), it would mean that the principal part of the resistance arises at
the forward part of the plate (where this is the actual velocity) so
that the prolongation of the plats would change the resistance very
little. If, on the other hand, W were near the value for V(xo + 2)
it would mean that the larger part of the resistance arises at the end
part of the plate and its forward part contributes very little to the
resistance. Both assumptions, however, contradict experience because,
according to the Blasius formula,
WNZ0.5, according to our preliminary results w- ?0.41 The value of
V and therefore of vi
.
cannot be too near the extreme values of the
resistance or the velocity. It follows that the actual error arising
from the nonhomogeneity of the stream T - vi must be considerably
lower, equal only to a fraction of the estimated maximum possible error.
The computed maximum possible errors $mx(v) are errors in the
determination of-the velocity which correspond to the measured value of
the resistance W. However, the dependence of the resistance coefficient
on the Reynolds number is considered and the error in the resistance coef-
ficient which arises from the non-homogeneity of the stream must be determined.
If use is made of the preliminary result (10), approximately by differen-
tiation
ACx
—=
_~06 &
Cx v
‘or
$(CX) = -0.6 ~(V)
is obtained and for the maximum possible error in absolute value
22
8 -(C=) = 0.6 4-(V)
The maximum possible error for each plate then
Iand III . . ...4.9 - 2.0 percent,
11. . . . . . ...1.7 - 0.5 percent,
Iv. . . . . . . . . 4.2 - 2.2 percent,
T. . . . . . . . . 0.8 - 0.5 percent,
The first value always corresponds to the
which the resistance of the plate was measured
corresponds to the maximum Re of the plate.
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lies between the limits
mean 3.5 percent
1.1 percent
3.2 percent
0.7 percent
least Reynolds number at
and the second value
The actual error produced
by the non-homogeneity of the stream is considerably lower as has already
been emphasized. This error is systematic so that the measured values
of Cx do not lie on an ideal curve cx(Re) but deviate from the curve,
for each plate separately, the deviation being greater for smaller Re
and less for higher Re. Hence if the relation cx(Re) is plotted from
the measurements on all the plates it will deviate from the ideal curve
only by the average values of the errors on each plate and the change
in the errors with Reyuolds number appears in the increased scatter of
the points about the curve rather than as an increased mean error of
the results.
The preceding considerations on the errors which can arise from the
fact that the resistance is measured in an accelerated stream instead
of a stream of everywhere constant velocity may be reduced to the follow-
ing considerations: The test curve of the dependence of the resistance
coefficient on the Reynolds number must deviate from the theoretical
values in the region of high measured Reynolds numbers (Re-500 to 2000)
by a maximum of about 3.5 percent; in the range of Re -100 by at most
1.1 percent; and in the range of luwest measured Reynolds numbers
(Re N20) by at most 0.7 percent. The actual deviations however must be
considerably lower, that is equal to a fraction of these values. Further-
more, the nonhomogeneity of the stream must give rise to an increase in
the mean errors of the results.
Correction of measurements. - In the preceding considerations the
character of the stream without the immersed plate has been discussed.
Because the hmnersed plate reduces the cross-sectionalarea of the tiee
stream, the stream accelerates and the non-homogeneity increases at a
rate increasing with the depth of immersion of the plate and the measured
value for the velocity of the stream as it was before the inmersion of
the ~late must be corrected. The correction can be carried out only
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approximately so that the thickness of the boundary layer is again
expressed by equation (9), which properly holds only for a homogeneous
,.
stream, zuidin place of the acceleration at each point of the plate the
average increase in the velocity along the plate is used.
If the plate is immersed to a depth b centi.meters,theliquid about
the plate is-then retarded in the average section “
This is the average value of the section of the boundary
plate for which, however, the change in thiclmess at the
edge is neglected, see figure 2.
The average cross section of the free stream at the
bl
layer along the
longitudinal
location of the
plate, that is, from X. to X. + 2 according to equation (12) is
~ . QO(l-0.220 2 M/~) and the average cross section contracted by
the plate is
The ratio of the two areas is
If f is the average velocity without the plate and 51 the
average velocity with the plate,
If the velocity is ticreased by Av, the initial resistance R
increases to W’ = ~ + (dW/dv)Av,which is the value that is actually
measured. The value of the resistace is then reduced to
(14)
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Computing dW/dv from the expression for the resistmce of a plate
(for both sides) W = cxPbZv2
gives
dW
— = 2cxpb2v -dv
_ 2W
- 0.59
v
where v is written in place
usingthe results of the measurements (10)
pb2v2 2.900.59 Re-1”59 $
w
P12v 2.9=Re-0059 = 1.41 ~
of ?. Then, approximately,
( )(Q=Q’ 1-1.41$ =gt 1 )-~b2 =ti?(l-eb)Q Re
where
~_~.25 ~= 3.25 1
Q& Qo(@ - 0.220 2M)
Using the pgeceding values for M and 2 (see preceding table)
and Q. = 265 cmz yields for each plate
I, III 0.123
‘1 = @ -2.97
II &II = 0.0264
@ -1.01
Iv
‘1” = *
T “v =
0.0116
& -0.63
These values as functions of the Reynolds number are plotted in
figure 9.
Correction (15) must be made for each individual reading of
resistance (for different immersions at the same velocity of the
the
oil).
The straight line of the dependence of the resistance on-the immersed
depth is plotted and the corrected values W1 and Wh are obtained
(the dotted line in fig. 11) from which are obtained the corrected resis-
tance coefficients for given Reynolds numbers. These coefficients are
given in column 11 of table I and are plotted,in figure 10.
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has already been pointed.out,..thecorrection @e is only approx-
No account is taken of the effect of the change in velocity on
the.bound~y layer in expressing the thiclmess of the boundary layer by
equation (9). In the range of these measurements.equation (9) holds only
approximately because it is derived from the Blasius and Prandtl theory
for high Reynolds numbers and the form of the boundary layer in a non-
homogeneous stream differs from the form which the boundary layer has in
in a homogeneous stream. More accurate corrections would however be
too complicated (if not impossible) to carry out because of the lack of
theoretical basis for a more accurate computation of the boundary layer
In this range of Reynolds number and in a non-homogeneous stream; that
is, for the variation of the velocity behind the entrance to the tunnel.
III. R13SULTSOF MFA~S
1. Resistance coefficient. - The measured and corrected values of
the resistance coefficient are plotted in figure 10 as a function of
Reynolds number. These values do not agree with the theoretical values
of the Blasius formula (7), which are indicated in the figure by the
dotted straight line. The actual values are higher and the deviation
from the theoretical values increases with decrease in Reynolds number,
that is, with increase in thiclmess of the boundary layer and deforma-
tion component of the resistance.
In the yage of Re from 10 to 10s)the curve of the resistance
coefficient in the logarithmic plot is very close to a straight line
and its analytic approximation by a straight line is then applicable.
Computation by the method of least squares gives the expression
log Cxc= 0.463 - 0.60
or the exponential law
= 2.90Re -00601Cx
log Re & 0.013
for 10<Re<103 (16)
with a mean error A3.O percent.
This is the a proximate expression in this range of Reynolds num-
bers. For Re>l J the curve of the coefficient slowly bends in such
way as to asymptotically approach the Blasius straight line.
If the result (16) is compared with the preliminary result (10)
it is seen that the correctionwas only slightly changed. It is clear
that the approximate correction as camied out is entirely sufficient
within the limits of accuracy of the measurements. The mean error of
the results decreased as compared with the mean error of the preliminary
26
results because
and because the
coefficient are
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the measurements were partly equalized by the corrections
interval of Reynolds numbers in which the values of the
approximated by a straight line was shortened.
In the preceding section the error was considered which arises when
the resistance is measured in a non-homogeneous accelerated stream in
place of a uniform stream. Its maximum possible limits were determined
and the fact emphasized that the actual error must be considerably less.
It should then be expected that the actual errors will lie entirely
within the limits of the mean error *3 percent of the approximate
expression, in which the errors of non-homogeneity are atieady PartiallY
taken into account. The computed mean error of the result &3 percent
will then correctly express the accuracy of the measurements.
2. Limit of validity of Blasius formula. - It was impossible to
make measurements in the oil tunnel at high enough Reynolds nwibers to
have the resistance coefficient agree with the Blasius formula.
Figure 10 shows only that such agreement starts at Re>1040 If the
test curve is extrapolated for the lower limit of validity of the
Blasius law,the approximate value of about Re -2.104 is obtained.
It was stated previously that from this value there can be computed
the maximum thickness of the boundary layer for which the Prandtl
boundary-layer theory still holds or the thickness which must still be
assumed small as compared with the length of the plate. From expres-
sion (9’) for the thickness of the bourdary layer it follows that for
Re = 2*104, 8=0.04 x. This means that at the end of the plate the
thiclmess of the boundary layer must be at most 4 percent of the length
of the plate in order that the Prandtl and Blasius theory may be used
for computing the boundary layer and resistance.
3. Edge resistance. - If the parallel flow about the plate is not
of infinite width but is bounded by an edge parallel with the direction
of the stream the resistance at the edge Is ‘ticreased. The normal
resistance (from the assumption of an infinite plate) for a width
(immerseddepth) b is
G
and to this must be added the edge resistance Wh.
The measured and corrected values of the edge resistance are given
in column 10 of table I. The edge resistances are small as comparedwith
the total resistance of the plate and their relative errors are then
greater than the errors of the resistance Wl (that is the resistance
of a strip of unit width of a plate of infinite width). In the case of
!1:1 the shortest plate T of length‘1 of the order of 1 dyne} that is})1 deflection of the scale 0.1- 0.2
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0.95 centimeter the edge resistance is
the resistance corresponding to the
milltieter. The edge resistance was
!~;,then of the order of’the measurements and for this plate was not takeninto account. only the measurements on plates I, II, III, and nwereused except the value Wh = 65 dynes for Re = 403, which evidently is,A,,
~~
in large error probably on account of a shift of’the scale or erroneous
~,I
reading of the zero point.
/?
If it is assumed that the edge resistance is proportional to the
12 length of the edge and to the velocity of the medium, the Stokes for-
mula (3’) is used for expressing the resistance:
Wh = khp2v
The computed values @ (column 13 of table I) fluctuate in the
entire range of the measured Reynolds numbers about the same value so
that within the limits of accuracy of these measurements kh must be
assumed constmt. The arithmetical mean of the measured values is
% = 1.62A 0.10
b the range of Reynolds numbers 30 to 2300, then,
Wh = 1.6 lJIV
with a mean error of *6.2 percent.
Iv. CONCLUSIONS
The frictional resistance of a plate in a U3minar parallel flow is
given by the Blasius formula
=~bl$v2
‘G
for one side of the plate (2 = length, b = width of plate, Re = v2/v),
which holds for high Reynolds numbers provided that the flow at the plate
remains laminar. This condition is satisfied, as measurements have shown,
for Reynolds numbers above a certain lower l~t, which is approximately
2.104; the upper limit is given by the occurrence of turbulence in the
boundary layer and is found to be approxtitely 5.105. For Reynolds
numbers lower than 20104 the resistance of the plate is not governed by
the Blasius law but, as shown in the present paper, has higher values.
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The resistance
to 2335 and is
the resistance
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curve was measured in the interval of Reynolds nu?ibers12
plotted.in figure.10. tithe interval Re = 10 to 103-
can be expressed by the formula
= 2.90 Re -0.601Cx
The change in the resistance coefficient for still luwer Reynolds
numbers may be estimated as follows: If the Reynolds number is decreased
by shortening the length of the plate then for limRe = O the plate
(of infinite width) becomes a strai’ght.line at right angles to the flow
(or becomes a point in the two-dimensionalproblem). The sene condition
is true for a cylinder if its diameter is decreased. The resistances
of a plate and of a cylinder for lim Re = O then converge to the same
value. (The resistance of the plate must be measured on both sides of
the plate.) It follows that the coefficients of resistance for very
low Reynolds number must be constant because it must not be asserted
that the characteristic lengths used 3n forming the Reynolds number,
that is, the length of the plate and the diameter of the cylinder, are
equivalent. These lengths can only be assumed proportional; therefore,
the curves for the coefficient are expected to have, in the logarithmic
plots, parallel asymptotes for lim(log Re)+--- Such behavior of the
resistance coefficient must be expected not only for a plate and cyl-
inder but for all ‘two-dimensionalbodies:) that is, bcdies of infinite
width at right angles to the flow.
A similar consideration shows that the resistance coefficient of
three-dimensionalbodies must also for log Re+-m have asymptotes p~-
allel to the Stokes straight line for the sphere. This may be explained
by the concept of the occurrence of resistance as follows: The geometri-
cal shape of the body has an effect on the shape of the deformation
region only at distances comparable with the dimensions of the body. At
distances which are large compared with the dimensions of the body, as
long as the effect of the body extends for sufficiently low Reynolds num-
ber, the shape of the deformation region is independent of the particular
shape of the body (for example whether it is curved or sharp edged). H,
therefore, the dimensions of the body may be neglected compared with the
dimensions of the deformation region the resistance is independent of
the shape of the body.
The measurement of the resistance was carried out on a plate of
finite width although the resistance coefficient refers to a plate of
infinite width. The measurements show that the effect of the longitudinal
edges of the plate appears in the increase of the resistance at the edge.
This additional resistance of the edge, within the ltiits of accuracy of
these measurements, may be expressed by the formula
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w~ = 1.6 P2V
.
in the ‘rae of Reynolds numbers from’30 to
Translated by S. Reiss,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
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TARLE I - MEMummms
R@ Wl,corr.(Cmjam)(mz;sec)(g/L3) (Tw) (Tm) Cx ‘h,COIT . Cx, corr. p 17 kh(dyne) (dyne)
PlateV
—
1
2
3
4
5
6
-1
— I0.2037 0.8775.2037 .8775.2037 .8775.238 .8775.21Mo .8775.2037 .8775.2037 .8775 I3.815.345.857.99.9211.421S.8 0.698 3.64 0.668.556 5.13 .534.609 5.41 .564.515 7.65 .500.452 9.63 .440.380 11.1 .369.359 13.44 .34811.9315.8315.8320.0023.8828.0231.67 2.563.3953.3954.295.136.016.80
PlateII
2.04
.63
2.0
1.67
1.7
.56
2.14
1.8
1.9
2.1
2.1
.2
1.7
6.0
7.2
6.2
4.6
1.400
.388
.339
.3165
.334
.3065
.281
.280
.253
.226
.197
.183
.173
.157
.137
.1124
.1088
—
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
—
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
—
0.1898
.200
.2040
.1834
.2008
.1604
.146
.2008
.183
.1915
.1645
.143
.164
.1549
.1501
.1400
.1400
1.8764
.077
.8775
.876
.877
.8735
.872
.877
.876
.8765
.874
.872
..274
.873
.8725
.8713
.8713
5.21
7.72
7.70
6.95
10.3
7.25
6.23
13.1
12.5
19.3
18.7
16.4
25.2
29.2
34.3
46.0
52.8
0.375
.364
.321
.300
.323
.291
.268
.268
.243
.218
.191
.177
.168
.153
.134
.111
.108
29.7
34.9
36.62
40.08
43.33
47.6
50.7
53.4
60.3
75.6
92.9
102.5
115.5
138.4
165.6
227.3
247.2
2.63
3.25
3.475
3.42
4.05
3.55
3.44
4.98
5.13
6.73
7.11
6.92
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Figure 1. - I@enaence of resistancecoefficienton Reynoldsnumberfor sphere,cylinder,and plate.
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F@re 2. - Isotachs (curvesof equal velocity)about an edge.
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Figure 3. - Scheme of tunneland scale.
Figure4. - Longitudinalvelocityprofileacross Om
tunnel. Figure5. - Transversevelocityprofile.
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